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DESY 12-043, RESCEU-4/12Generalized Higgs inationKohei Kamada,1, � Tsutomu Kobayashiy,2, 3, z Tomo Takahashi,4, xMasahide Yamaguhi,5, { and Jun'ihi Yokoyama6,7, ��1Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Notkestrasse 85, D-22607 Hamburg, Germany2Hakubi Center, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8302, Japan3Department of Physis, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan4Department of Physis, Saga University, Saga 840-8502, Japan5Department of Physis, Tokyo Institute of Tehnology, Tokyo 152-8551, Japan6Researh Center for the Early Universe (RESCEU),Graduate Shool of Siene, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan7Kavli Institute for the Physis and Mathematis of the Universe (IPMU),The University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba, 277-8568, JapanWe study Higgs ination in the ontext of generalized G-ination, i.e., the most general single-�eld ination model with seond-order �eld equations. The four variants of Higgs ination proposedso far in the literature an be aommodated at one time in our framework. We also propose yetanother lass of Higgs ination, the running Einstein ination model, that an naturally arise fromthe generalized G-ination framework. As a result, �ve Higgs ination models in all should bedisussed on an equal footing. Conise formulas for primordial utuations in these generalizedHiggs ination models are provided, whih will be helpful to determine whih model is favored fromthe future experiments and observations suh as the Large Hadron Collider and the Plank satellite.PACS numbers: 98.80.CqI. INTRODUCTIONThe Higgs partile is the only undisovered ingredi-ent of the standard model (SM) of partile physis; itplays the fundamental role of aounting for the origin ofthe masses of all the known massive partiles. Thoughsome signals have been hinted at in the LHC experimentsreently [1, 2℄, we awaited its �nal disovery. The disov-ery of the Higgs partile would have profound implia-tions not only in partile physis but also in osmology,sine all of the ination models rely on the existene ofa salar �eld, the inaton, driven either by its potentialenergy [3, 4℄ or kineti energy [5, 6℄. Note that evenhigher-urvature theories of ination without any salar�eld [7, 8℄ may be onformally transformed to Einsteingravity with a salar �eld driving ination.There may even be a diret onnetion between theHiggs �eld and osmi ination, namely, the possibilitythat the Higgs �eld itself ats as the inaton. In or-der to suppress the amplitude of the urvature pertur-bation from the inaton's quantum utuations [9℄, itsself-oupling � must be smaller than � 10�13 [10℄, whihis not the ase in the SM Higgs �eld. Hene, some exten-sion is neessary in either gravitational or kineti setorsof the theory.yPresent address: Department of Physis, Rikkyo University,Toshima, Tokyo 171-8501, Japan.�Email: kohei.kamada"at"desy.dezEmail: tsutomu"at"tap.sphys.kyoto-u.a.jpxEmail: tomot"at".saga-u.a.jp{Email: gui"at"phys.titeh.a.jp��Email: yokoyama"at"reseu.s.u-tokyo.a.jp

So far, four variants of Higgs ination have been pro-posed in this diretion.1 The �rst one is to introduea large and negative nonminimal oupling between thesalar �eld and the salar urvature [12{14℄. In thismodel, the Plank sale takes e�etively a muh largervalue during ination than it is today to suppress theamplitude of urvature perturbations.The seond is the new Higgs ination model [15℄ whosekineti term is oupled to the Einstein tensor [16℄. Thisoupling hanges the normalization of the �eld duringination, whih suppresses quantum utuations. Thethird one is running kineti ination [17℄, in whih a non-standard kineti term simply hanges the normalizationof the inaton in some domain of the �eld spae, leadingessentially to the same e�et as in the previous exam-ple. Finally, the fourth model is Higgs G-ination [18℄,where the lowest nontrivial-order Galileon-like intera-tion [19, 20℄ is inorporated into the original ation.Although this model ontains higher-derivative intera-tions, the �eld equations remain of seond order and thenewly introdued term ats as an extra frition, whihe�etively smoothens the potential to suppress urvatureutuations down to the observed value.In fat, eah of the above four models falls into a sub-lass of generalized G-ination [21℄, whih is the mostgeneral single-�eld ination model having seond-ordergravitational and salar-�eld equations. Hene, a uni�edtreatment of apparently di�erent Higgs ination models1 Inationary models in whih the Higgs �eld in supersymmet-ri standard models is identi�ed as the inaton are disussed inRef. [11℄.
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2is possible in the ontext of generalized G-ination. Asa by-produt of this fat, we propose yet another lass ofsuessful Higgs ination.In this paper, we �rst larify why �ve di�erent Higgsination models exist in the ontext of generalized G-ination. Then, we disuss their dynamis and primor-dial utuations in a uni�ed way. In partiular, theformulas of primordial utuations in these generalizedHiggs ination models are given in terms of the slow-roll parameters and �eld-dependent funtions in the La-grangian, whih will be helpful to single out the modelfavored by the future experimental and observationaldata from the LHC experiment and the Plank satel-lite, et. Note, however, that in the ontext of general-ized G-ination, one may well �nd the best-�t model insome ombinations of two or more models among the �vementioned above. Indeed, the strength of the generalizedG-ination is that, in performing the parameter searhusing the Markov hain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method,all the variants of Higgs ination models an be analyzedsimultaneously and seamlessly unlike in [22℄.The purpose of the present paper is therefore to lar-ify �rst how the previously known four Higgs inationmodels are realized as part of the generalized G-inationmodel and then propose the �fth model in the sameontext together with the formulas for urvature per-turbations and tensor perturbations, as well as the non-Gaussianity of the former, whih turns out to be small,in a uni�ed manner. Note that our framework is not on-�ned only to ination driven by the SM Higgs �eld butis appliable to more general potential-driven single-�eldination models, too.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Se.II, we introdue variants of Higgs ination models in theontext of generalized G-ination. In Se. III evolutionof the homogeneous bakground and onditions for in-ation are summarized. Then we alulate spetra ofperturbations in Se. IV in a uni�ed manner. Finally,Se. V is devoted to a disussion and onlusions.II. HIGGS INFLATION MODELS ASVARIANTS OF GENERALIZED G-INFLATIONThe tree-level SM Higgs Lagrangian isS0 = Z d4xp�g �M2Pl2 R� jD�Hj2 � �(jHj2 � v2)2� ;(1)where MPl is the redued Plank mass, D� is the ovari-ant derivative with respet to the SM gauge symmetry,H is the SM Higgs boson, v is its vauum expetationvalue, and � is the self-oupling onstant. Taking thegauge tH = (0; v+�)=p2, with � being a real salar �eldand assuming �� v, the ation is simpli�ed toS0 = Z d4xp�g �M2Pl2 R� 12(���)2 � �4�4� ; (2)

whih is nothing but the ation for original haoti ina-tion [4℄.This model annot serve as a viable ination modelas it stands. Sine the self-oupling is related with theHiggs mass mH asmH = p2�v; v = 246 GeV; (3)at the tree level, � annot take a tiny value to give theorret amplitude for density utuations with the valueindiated by the LEP ollider mH > 114:4 GeV at the95% CL [23℄.As mentioned in the Introdution, four remedies havebeen proposed so far, all of whih an be uni�ed as asublass of the generalized G-ination [21℄ whose ationis given by S = 5Xi=2 Z d4xp�gLi; (4)whereL2 = K(�;X); (5)L3 = �G3(�;X)��; (6)L4 = G4(�;X)R +G4X h(��)2 � (r�r��)2i ; (7)L5 = G5(�;X)G��r�r��� 16G5Xh(��)3�3 (��) (r�r��)2 + 2 (r�r��)3i; (8)where R is the Rii tensor, G�� is the Einstein tensor,X = �(1=2)g��r��r��, (r�r��)2 = r�r��r�r��,(r�r��)3 = r�r��r�r��r�r��, and GiX =�Gi=�X . This theory was originally disovered by Horn-deski [24℄ in a di�erent form, and redisovered by Def-fayet et al. [25℄ in the present form, whose equivalene tothe original theory was �rst shown in [21℄.For a homogeneous and isotropi osmologial bak-ground, ds2 = �dt2 + a2(t)dx2, � = �(t), the (tt) om-ponent of the gravitational �eld equations reads5Xi=2 Ei = 0; (9)where E2 = 2XKX �K; (10)E3 = 6X _�HG3X � 2XG3�; (11)E4 = �6H2G4 + 24H2X(G4X +XG4XX)�12HX _�G4�X � 6H _�G4�; (12)E5 = 2H3X _� (5G5X + 2XG5XX)�6H2X (3G5� + 2XG5�X) ; (13)withH = _a=a = d lna=dt. This orresponds to the Fried-mann equation, whih an be easily veri�ed by substitut-ingG4 =M2Pl=2 =onst, and G3 = 0 = G5 into the above



3equations. The salar-�eld equation of motion is given by1a3 ddt �a3J� = P�; (14)whereJ = _�KX + 6HXG3X � 2 _�G3�+6H2 _� (G4X + 2XG4XX)� 12HXG4�X+2H3X (3G5X + 2XG5XX)�6H2 _� (G5� +XG5�X) ; (15)andP� = K� � 2X �G3�� + ��G3�X�+6�2H2 + _H�G4� + 6H � _X + 2HX�G4�X�6H2XG5�� + 2H3X _�G5�X : (16)The spae-spae omponent of the gravitational �eldequations is not independent of the generalized Fried-mann and salar-�eld equations.Although the generalized G-ination overs all thepossible single-�eld ination models inluding the onesdriven by �'s kineti energy, sine we are interested inpotential-driven ination here, we fous on its sublassfor whih eah funtion in the Lagrangian an be Taylor-expanded in terms of X asK(�;X) = �V (�) +K(�)X + � � � ; (17)Gi(�;X) = gi(�) + hi(�)X + � � � : (18)Hereafter, we will neglet all the higher order terms in X .Using this Taylor-expanded form, one an handle a vastlass of potential-driven ination models while avoidingthe situation where the equations are too general to tellanything onrete.We note here the following identities:g3(�)�� = 2g03X + (t:d:); (19)g5(�)G��r�r�� = �g05 �XR+ (��)2 � (r�r��)2�+3g005X��� 2g0005 X2 + (t:d:); (20)where a prime denotes di�erentiation with respet to �and (t.d.) represents total derivative terms. These iden-tities allow us to set g3 = 0 = g5 without loss of general-ity. In partiular, the derivative oupling to the Einsteintensor in new Higgs ination, G��������, is obtainedmost straightforwardly from L5 = ��G��r�r��, butthat interation an also be obtained equivalently fromL4 = XR + (��)2 � (r�r��)2. We hoose to employthe latter expression for new Higgs ination. Hereafter,we write g4 = g.The four remedies of Higgs ination proposed so faran be reprodued by adding the extra term �L to thestandard Lagrangian,M2PlR=2+X � V (�), where �L is

given respetively by�L = ��2nX (running kineti ination); (21)�L = �M4X�� (Higgs G-ination); (22)�L = � �2�2R (non-minimal Higgs ination);(23)and �L = 12�2 �XR+ (��)2 � (r�r��)2�(new Higgs ination): (24)Here � and � are dimensionless onstants, and M and �are parameters having dimension of mass. All of thoseapparently di�erent models an be treated in a uni�edmanner by takingK(�) = 1 + ��2n; (25)h3(�) = �M4 ; (26)g(�) = M2Pl2 � �2�2; (27)h4(�) = 12�2 ; (28)h5(�) = 0: (29)It is then natural to imagine the ase with h5(�) 6= 0,2whih would lead to yet another suessful Higgs ina-tion model that has not been explored before. We all itrunning Einstein ination, sine it is supported by thehange of the oeÆient of the Einstein tensor.In the following analysis, we will onsider those all �vepossibilities of Higgs ination on equal footing, by har-aterizing potential-driven ination in terms of the �vearbitrary funtions of �, K; g; h3; h4; h5, besides the po-tential V .III. GENERAL SLOW-ROLL DYNAMICS OFPOTENTIAL-DRIVEN INFLATIONIn order to investigate the general slow-roll dynamis ofpotential-driven ination inluding the variants of Higgsination, we assume the following slow-roll onditions,� := � _HH2 � 1; � := � ��H _� � 1; Æ := _gHg � 1;�2 := _KHK � 1; �i := _hiHhi � 1 (i = 3; 4; 5): (30)2 The simplest example of h5(�) for Higgs ination is h5(�) =�=�6 with � being some uto� sale. Note also that, in order toguarantee the gauge invariane of the Higgs doublet, the powerof � in K; g and h4 must be even, while that in h3 and h5 mustbe odd.



4We also assume that _Æ=HÆ; _�i=H�i � 1 (i = 2; 3; 4; 5).It is then found thatJ ' K _�+ 3h3H _�2 + 6h4H2 _�+ 3h5H3 _�2; (31)and the slow-roll equation of motion for the inaton isgiven by 3HJ ' �V 0 + 12H2g0: (32)This is the generalized slow-roll equation of motion for �,where we an see how eah term in Eq. (31) modi�es thestruture of the frition term. We an also see that thenonminimal oupling in g hanges e�etively the slope ofthe potential.We are onsidering potential-dominated ination, sothat V � O( _�J). Then, the gravitational �eld equationsread 6gH2 ' V; (33)�4g _H + 2g0 _�H ' _�J: (34)The seond equation an be derived from Eqs. (32)and (33), or more diretly from the spae-spae ompo-nent of the gravitational �eld equations. From the Fried-mann equation (33) one an see that 2g may be regardedas an e�etive Plank mass squared. We should only on-sider the domain g > 0 [13℄, whih is always satis�ed inthe nonminimal Higgs ination model sine it adopts alarge and negative �. Using Eq. (33), one an remove Hfrom the right hand side of Eq. (32) to give3HJ ' �g2� Vg2�0 =: �U 0(�): (35)The e�etive potential U oinides with that introduedin Refs. [26℄ to derive the slow-roll onditions in theJordan frame.Let us de�neu(�) := K + h4Vg ; v(�) := h3 + h5V6g : (36)Note that u and v are funtions of � only and are de-termined ompletely through the funtions in the La-grangian. Among the six funtions of � in the La-grangian, the above partiular ombinations u(�) andv(�) are ruial for the slow-roll dynamis and the spe-tra of primordial utuations. In terms of u and v, J anbe written as J = u _�+ 6HXv: (37)Plugging this expression into Eq. (35) and solving for _�,we get 3H _� ' 12v ��u+pu2 � 4U 0v� : (38)Comparing this with the original equation (35), we �ndJ_� ' 12 �u+pu2 � 4U 0v� =:W (�): (39)

We require u2�4U 0v > 0 so that Eqs. (38) and (39) makesense. In addition, it may be reasonable to assume thatu > 0. We then have 0 < u=W < 2. The onsequenes ofthis inequality will be disussed further in relation to thestability against linear perturbations in the next setion.Combining Eqs. (33) and (38), we arrive atd�dN = _�H ' �2 gU 0V W ; (40)where N := lna is the number of e-folds. Note that theright hand side is expressed solely in terms of � and re-dues to �M2PlV 0=V in the ase of the standard anonial�eld. In general slow-roll ination, the e�etive potentialslope 2gU 0=VW governs the motion of � rather than the\bare" one M2PlV 0=V . For instane, slow roll of � is pos-sible even in a steep potential if W � 1. Equation (40)an be used to evaluate the number of e-folds until theend of ination.Using Eq. (40), eah slow-roll parameter an be ex-pressed in terms of the �-dependent funtions asÆ ' �2g0U 0WV ; (41)� ' gW �U 0V �2 � Æ2 ; (42)_JHJ ' �2 gW U 00V + �; (43)�i ' �2 gU 0V W h0ihi : (44)Note that Eq. (42), together with g > 0 and W > 0,ensures �+ Æ=2 > 0: (45)The ratio _�J=V an be expressed in terms of the slow-roll parameters as_�JV ' 23�+ 13Æ � 1: (46)From this, the initial assumption that the potential isdominant in the Friedmann equation is found to be on-sistent.It is instrutive here to demonstrate the extreme asewhere only h5 is nontrivial orresponding to the runningEinstein ination model we are proposing in this paper.In this ase U 0 = V 0, u = 1, and v = h5(�)V (�)=3M2Pl.Noting that � = �std=W , where �std := (M2Pl=2)(V 0=V )2is the standard slow-roll parameter de�ned in terms ofthe potential, we see that ination proeeds even witha steep potential provided W � 1. This ours in thedomain where jh5V 0V=M2Plj � 1 is satis�ed.IV. COSMOLOGICAL PERTURBATIONS INGENERALIZED HIGGS INFLATIONIn this setion, we study osmologial perturbationsin generalized Higgs ination and present useful formu-



5las for the spetra of tensor and salar perturbations.A generi formulation of osmologial perturbations inthe most general single-�eld ination model was alreadygiven in Ref. [21℄. For ompleteness, we begin with du-pliating the general formulas, and then illustrate howthey an be applied to the potential-driven models.A. Generi formulation for linear perturbationsIt is onvenient to write the perturbed metri in theArnowitt-Deser-Misner form asds2 = �N2dt2 + ij �dxi +N idt� �dxj +N jdt� ; (47)where N = 1 + Æn; Ni = �i�;ij = a2(t)e2� �Æij + hij + 12hikhkj� : (48)Here, Æn, �, and � are salar perturbations and hij is atensor perturbation satisfying hii = 0 = hij;j . We hoosethe unitary gauge in whih �(t;x) = �(t). Substitutingthe metri to the ation and expanding it to seond orderin perturbations, we obtain the quadrati ations for thetensor and salar perturbations. For the salar perturba-tions, one may use the onstraint equations to remove Ænand � to get the quadrati ation in terms of the singlevariable �.The quadrati ation for the tensor perturbations isgiven byS(2)T = 18 Z dtd3x a3 �GT _h2ij � FTa2 (~rhij)2� ; (49)whereFT := 2 hG4 �X ���G5X +G5��i ; (50)GT := 2 hG4 � 2XG4X �X �H _�G5X �G5��i :(51)The squared sound speed is given by 2T = FT =GT : Itis manifest from the ation (49) that ghost and gradientinstabilities are avoided provided thatFT > 0; GT > 0: (52)Following the standard quantization proedure, thepower spetrum of the primordial tensor perturbationsis found to bePT = 8T G1=2TF3=2T H24�2 �����sound horizon exit ; (53)where T = 22�T�3j�(�T )=�(3=2)j2(1� ��fT=2+gT=2).We emphasize that the power spetrum is evaluated atsound horizon exit, beause the propagation speed of the

tensor mode does not oinide with that of light in gen-eral. Here, we have assumed that � := � _H=H2 ' onst,fT := _FTHFT ' onst; and gT := _GTHGT ' onst; (54)and de�ned �T := 3� �+ gT2� 2�� fT + gT : (55)The tensor spetral tilt is evaluated asnT = 3� 2�T : (56)On the other hand, the quadrati ation for the salarperturbations is given byS(2)S = Z dtd3x a3 �GS _�2 � FSa2 (~r�)2� ; (57)where FS := 1a ddt � a�G2T��FT ; (58)GS := ��2G2T + 3GT ; (59)and � and � are de�ned as� := XKX + 2X2KXX + 12H _�XG3X+6H _�X2G3XX � 2XG3� � 2X2G3�X � 6H2G4+6hH2 �7XG4X + 16X2G4XX + 4X3G4XXX��H _� �G4� + 5XG4�X + 2X2G4�XX�i+30H3 _�XG5X + 26H3 _�X2G5XX+4H3 _�X3G5XXX � 6H2X�6G5�+9XG5�X + 2X2G5�XX�; (60)� := � _�XG3X + 2HG4 � 8HXG4X�8HX2G4XX + _�G4� + 2X _�G4�X�H2 _� �5XG5X + 2X2G5XX�+2HX (3G5� + 2XG5�X) : (61)The squared sound speed of the urvature perturba-tions is given by 2S = FS=GS , and ghost and gradientinstabilities are avoided provided that the following on-ditions are satis�ed:FS > 0 GS > 0: (62)As is the ase of the tensor perturbations, the power spe-trum of the salar perturbations an be easily omputedas P� = S2 G1=2SF3=2S H24�2 �����sound horizon exit ; (63)



6where S = 22�S�3j�(�S)=�(3=2)j2(1� �� fS=2+ gS=2).Note that the (sound) horizon rossing time for � is dif-ferent from that for hij in general. We have assumedthat � ' onst,fS := _FSHFS ' onst; gS := _GSHGS ' onst; (64)and also de�ne�S := 3� �+ gS2� 2�� fS + gS : (65)The salar spetral index is omputed asns � 1 = 3� 2�S: (66)B. Primordial perturbations in generalized HiggsinationNow we are in a position to derive onise and usefulformulas for tensor and salar utuations in general-ized Higgs ination. The four important funtions in thequadrati ations are evaluated asFT ' GT ' 2g; (67)and FS ' XH2u+ 4 _�XH v; (68)GS ' XH2u+ 6 _�XH v: (69)It is onvenient to rewrite FS and GS asFS ' g3(2�+ Æ)�4� uW � ; (70)GS ' g(2�+ Æ)�2� uW � ; (71)where we used Eqs. (33), (37), (39), and (46). We seethat FT ; GT > 0 sine we are assuming that the e�etivePlank mass squared g is positive. It should be notedthat FS > 0 and GS > 0 are also guaranteed by theinequalities �+Æ=2 > 0 and u=W < 2 whih we disussedin the previous setion. The sound speed squared is givenby 2s = 4� u=W3(2� u=W ) : (72)We see that 2=3 � 2s < 1, though the superluminalpropagation leads to the absene of the Lorentz invariantUV ompletion [27℄.The tensor power spetrum is simply given byPT ' H2�2g ' V6�2g2 ; (73)

and its tilt is nT ' �2�� Æ: (74)From (45) we �nd it is always negative in the potential-driven models under onsideration, although the bluetensor spetrum is possible in kinetially driven G-ination [6℄.The power spetrum of the urvature perturbations isexpressed asP� = p316�2 Vg2(2�+ Æ) (2� u=W )1=2(4� u=W )3=2 ; (75)and the spetral index isns � 1 ' �4�+ � � _JHJ+2 gU 0V W �12 (u=W )0(2� u=W ) � 32 (u=W )0(4� u=W )� :(76)Thus, the tensor-to-salar ratio is given byr = � 83p3 (4� u=W )3=2(2� u=W )1=2nT= � 8p3(4� u=W )1=2snT : (77)It is interesting to note that the tensor-to-salar ratio isenhaned if the inaton trajetory satis�es u=W � 2,i.e., u2 � 4U 0v.Let us then onsider two extreme ases whereJ ' u _� and J ' 6HXv: (78)The former orresponds to u ' W , whih is the ase inrunning kineti ination and new Higgs ination, and thelatter to u � W , whih is the ase in Higgs G-inationand running Einstein ination. In both limiting ases wehave FS ;GS / ( _�=H2)J , so thatns � 1 ' �4�+ � � _JHJ : (79)If J ' u _�, the power spetrum is simpli�ed toP� ' 148�2g2 V2�+ Æ : (80)In this ase � and _J=HJ are related via� ' �2gU 0V W u0u � _JHJ : (81)Using this relation and Eq. (43), one an eliminate � inEq. (79) to express ns � 1 in terms of the �-dependentfuntions only. The onsisteny relation is nothing butthe standard one: r ' �8nT : (82)



7On the other hand, if J ' 6HXv then the power spe-trum redues toP� ' p6128�2g2 V2�+ Æ : (83)In this ase � and _J=HJ are related via� ' � �2 � gU 0V W v0v � 12 _JHJ ; (84)whih allows us to write ns � 1 in terms of the �-dependent funtions only. The onsisteny relation isgiven by the nonstandard one:r ' �32p69 nT : (85)C. Non-GaussianityAs with onventional potential-driven ination modelswe expet small non-Gaussianity in the models at hand.It is expliitly omputed in the Appendix. In the limitu � H _�v, it turns out that the equilateral fNL is slow-roll suppressed. In the opposite limit, u � H _�v, we�nd that the leading ontribution is independent of theslow-roll parameters:fNL ' 2353888 : (86)However, in the speial ase u=W � 2 we have 2s � 1.In this ase fNL an be as large asfNL � 5812s � 1: (87)This happens if u � �6H _�v.V. DISCUSSIONWe have presented a uni�ed treatment of Higgs ina-tion models in the ontext of the most general single-�eldination model with seond-order equations of motion,the generalized G-ination, in whih all existing Higgsination models an be aommodated. This uni�ed ap-proah also enabled us to �nd yet another lass of Higgsination models, running Einstein ination. Inludingthis newly proposed model, we have studied �ve Higgs in-ation models on the same footing. Formulas for primor-dial utuations of the generalized Higgs ination weregiven, whih would be quite useful to disuss and dis-riminate the model from observations and experimentsin the near future suh as the LHC and Plank satellite.Although our analysis is appliable to a wide lass ofpotential-driven ination models besides the SM Higgsination, as for the relevane to the latter, it is impor-tant to analyze the stability of the theory at the energy

sale of ination. In fat, aording to [28℄, for the massrange of the SM Higgs partile favored by the reent LHCresult [1, 2℄ the parameter region where the Higgs quar-ti oupling is positive and stable up to the inationarysale is disfavored3, whih might make all the Higgs in-ation models diÆult or even impossible. However, asalready pointed out by the authors of Ref. [28℄, there arestill theoretial unertainties on the beta funtions andexperimental errors on the top and the Higgs masses,whih make the onlusion indeisive. In addition, thepresene of higher order derivatives and the oupling tothe Einstein tensor may alter the results in the ontextof generalized Higgs ination. Therefore, proper analy-sis must be performed in the framework of generalizedG-ination, whih may well improve the situation.4 Weplan to study this issue by the time the disovery of theHiggs partile is on�rmed and its mass is �xed. Afterompletion of this study, we an answer the question ofwhether ination an be explained within the SM or not5.AknowledgmentsWe would like to thank Matt Lake for a useful om-ment. This work was partially supported by JSPS Grant-in-Aid for Researh Ativity Start-up No. 22840011(T.K.); the Grant-in-Aid for Sienti� Researh No.23740195 (T.T.), No. 21740187 (M.Y.), and No.23340058 (J.Y.); and the Grant-in-Aid for Sienti� Re-searh on Innovative Areas No. 21111006 (J.Y.).

3 The possibility that the Higgs quarti oupling and its betafuntion vanish at the Plank sale has also been disussed inRef. [29℄.4 It is known that the introdution of additional degrees of freedomrelaxes the onstraints [30℄.5 Possible extensions of the SM aommodating Higgs inationarysenarios are disussed in Ref. [31℄.



8Appendix A: BispetrumIn this appendix, we present the expliit formula forthe bispetrum in general potential-driven slow-roll in-ation. The bispetrum of the urvature perturbation is de�ned ash�k1�k2�k3i = (2�)3Æ(k1 + k2 + k3)B�(k1; k2; k3): (A1)Following the result of Refs. [32{34℄, we �nd
B� = (2�)4P2�4k31k32k33 246C1 (k1k2k3)2K3 + C2K 0�2Xi>j k2i k2j � 1K Xi 6=j k2i k3j1A+ C30�Xi k3i + 4K Xi>j k2i k2j � 2K2 Xi 6=j k2i k3j1A+C4K 0�Xi k4i � 2Xi>j k2i k2j1A0�1 + 1K2 Xi>j kikj + 3k1k2k3K3 1A35 ; (A2)where K := k1 + k2 + k3, eah oeÆient Ci is given byC1 = 12s � 1 + 2(2� 2s)FS _�XH v' 12s � 1 + 2(2� 2s)1� u=W4� u=W ; (A3)C2 = 3�1� 12s� ; (A4)C3 = 12 � 12s � 1� ; (A5)C4 = � 12sFS _�XH v ' � 12s 1� u=W4� u=W ; (A6)and we have negleted the slow-roll suppressed ontribu-tions. Here, we have also used the relations,FS = 2g�+ gÆ + _�XH v; (A7)_�XH v ' g3 (2�+ Æ)�1� uW � : (A8)

It is found that C1; C2; C3; C4 . 1 (A9)for 2s = O(1). However, one of the oeÆients an be aslarge as C1 � 2s � 1 for u=W � 2.Taking the equilateral on�guration, k1 = k2 = k3, thenonlinearity parameter fNL is given byfNL = 581 �C1 + 6C2 + 512 C3 � 132 C4�' 5243 (1� u=W )2 (99� 43u=W )(4� u=W )2 (2� u=W ) : (A10)
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